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Easy Classical Trumpet and Piano Duets 2012-03-21
this collection features a selection of classical pieces by the world s most renowned
composers johann sebastian bach george frideric handel johannes pachelbel antonio vivaldi
wolfgang amadeus mozart ludwig van beethoven richard wagner johannes brahms johann
strauss pyotr tchaikovsky giuseppe verdi edvard grieg and edward elgar this selection of
pieces is intended for absolute beginners while other books have a accompaniment part for
teachers in this book the accompaniment has been over simplified for beginner students
includes 1812 overture a little night music the blue danube bridal chorus canon in d dance
of the flowers greensleeves in the hall of the mountain king jesu joy of man desiring la
donna e mobile land of hope and glory lullaby ode to joy spring four seasons water music
disclaimer this edition does not include an insert the pieces are presented for duet and then
at the end of the book the parts for the soloist instrument

Easy Classical Bass Solos 2011-03-28
this collection features a selection of classical pieces by the world s most renowned
composers johann sebastian bach ludwig van beethoven george frideric handel wolfgang
amadeus mozart antonio lucio vivaldi piotr ilyich tchaikovsky johann strauss ii edvard grieg
johann pachelbel giuseppe verdi edward elgar richard wagner and johannes brahms 18
easy and fun themes to play as solos presented in a simplified version for the beginner that
can be accompanied by piano or guitar chords symbols are included above the staff in
standard notation and tablature includes 1812 overture op 49 an der schönen blauen donau
op 314 bourrée bwv 996 dance of the flowers op 71a eine kleine nachtmusik k 525 für elise
woo 59 greensleeves guten abend gut nacht i dovregubbens hall jesus bleibet meine freude
bwv 147 kanon in d dur la donna è mobile la primavera rv 269 menuett bwv anh 114 ode
an die freude op 125 pomp and circumstance march no1 op 39 treulich geführt water music
hwv 349

Grand Duets for Piano, Book 4 2010-04-28
the thrill of making music with a friend or teacher is captured in this new series of duets
written for pianists at the early intermediate level the pieces in this collection expand the
reading range and technical level both primo and secondo parts are equal in difficulty a
variety of keys styles meters and tempos are featured titles ancient legend fiesta fun a
mysterious moment nostalgia rock solid russian festival dance

Jumpin' Jim's Ukulele Masters: James Hill 2017-09-01
ukulele this collection features 15 classic songs arranged by ukulele master james hill in
these remarkable arrangements two distinct ukulele parts chord accompaniment and
melody can be played in counterpoint at the same time by one player the arrangements
cater to both advanced beginner and experienced players and there is a warm up section
that introduces the player to the duets for one concept the book includes access to audio
tracks online of all the arrangements performed by james hill for download or streaming
using the unique code inside the book songs are arranged for gcea tuned ukes and include
georgia on my mind summertime don t get around much anymore the glory of love here
comes the rain again l o v e cheek to cheek viva la vida and 7 more
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Really Easy Piano Duets: Pop Favourites 2012-08-28
really easy piano duets returns with 16 pop favourites arranged for piano duet these
simplified arrangements are accompanied by background notes on the songs as well as
handy playing hints and tips suitable for beginners of all ages including grades 1 3 this book
will make learning the hits as stress free as possible ensuring that you master every song
with ease song list a moment like this leona lewis beautiful christina aguilera bridge over
troubled water paul simon brown eyed girl van morrison can t buy me love the beatles
candle in the wind elton john chasing cars snow patrol i wanna dance with somebody who
loves me whitney houston mamma mia abba someone like you adele take a bow rihanna
the a team ed sheeran the first cut is the deepest cat stevens viva la vida coldplay
wonderful tonight eric clapton you give me something james morrison

Music for Sharing, Bk 1 1994-03
two volumes of elementary piano duets for students of all ages both parts are equal in
difficulty and utilize simple rhythms and positions some primo parts can also be played on
their own as solos the wide variety of styles presented in these three books makes them
perfect for recitals sight reading or just for fun

Alfred's Basic Piano Course: Top Hits! Duet Book 2
1994-09
the motivation this music provides is outstanding playing duets is important to the musical
growth of young pianists and with alfred s top hits duet books students get twice as many
benefits in addition to learning how to develop steady rhythm listen for proper balance and
play with appropriate dynamics students will also receive the enjoyment of playing specially
arranged duets of pop music these duet collections are correlated page by page with lesson
books 1b 2 3 and 4 of alfred s basic piano library one of the best selling piano methods in
the world it s translated into 13 languages all four duet books feature the best known
popular songs from films broadway musicals and best selling cds the arrangers selected for
this series include alfred s best known composers including dennis alexander tom gerou
margaret goldston martha mier catherine rollin and george peter tingley

Music for Sharing, Bk 2 2008
two volumes of elementary piano duets for students of all ages both parts are equal in
difficulty and utilize simple rhythms and positions some primo parts can also be played on
their own as solos the wide variety of styles presented in these three books makes them
perfect for recitals sight reading or just for fun

Celebrations 1985-03
the 101 original duets of celebrations progress from simple whole notes to expert level
duets with a steady graduation of difficulty between the two the unexpected twists and
turns make the book fun to work through and the diverse styles including baroque classical
salsa jazz guapango and african 12 8 keep it interesting while the music is highly
entertaining and enjoyable to play this 165 page book is about more than just
entertainment value each of the 101 duets is composed around a particular skill by the
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time a musician has mastered a piece he or she will also have acquired or honed a valuable
skill no other trumpet duet book offers so much value for money rich entertainment subtly
embedded with invaluable lessons and challenges designed to promote musical growth if
you are looking for a duet book that integrates variety originality and challenges for every
skill level then celebrations should be your first choice whether you are a music teacher
looking to add some excitement to your lessons by including duets suitable for your
students skill level or a professional wanting to hone particular skills or a beginner looking
for a way to grow as a musician by integrating fun to play duets into your practice or jam
sessions celebrations will meet your need at the level required

Beautiful Music for Two String Instruments, Bk 4
2010-09-17
the study of string instruments should include ensemble playing at the earliest possible
stage there is much to be gained from the playing of duets each player learns how to listen
to the other and in a short time develops an awareness of balance musical phrasing
intonation and tone quality this type of training is excellent preparation for participation in
large groups these four volumes of duets for two violins will help fill the need for early
ensemble experience in the public schools they should be used in string classes as a
supplement to any of the standard string methods they will also encourage music making
outside of the school with parents or with other students these duets are ideal for recitals in
the public schools and in public school festivals they may be played by two performers or
by multiple performers on each part with or without piano accompaniment a federation
festivals 2020 2024 selection

Famous & Fun Duets, Book 2 1874
famous fun duets offer a wonderful introduction to timeless masterpieces and audience
favorites featuring arrangements of themes from symphonic operatic and keyboard
literature these works have been carefully selected and balanced for two evenly skilled
players titles the ants go marching barcarolle offenbach can can offenbach maple leaf rag
joplin scarborough fair theme from symphony no 5 first movement beethoven the ants go
marching and can can are federation festivals 2014 2016 selections

Songs and Duets ... With German and English words,
the translation by John Oxenford and George Linley.
Edited by Josiah Pittman 1999-12
the motivation this music provides is outstanding playing duets is important to the musical
growth of young pianists and with alfred s top hits duet books students get twice as many
benefits in addition to learning how to develop steady rhythm listen for proper balance and
play with appropriate dynamics students will also receive the enjoyment of playing specially
arranged duets of pop music these new duet collections are correlated page by page with
lesson books 1b 2 3 and 4 of alfred s basic piano library one of the best selling piano
methods in the world it s translated into 13 languages all four duet books feature the best
known popular songs from films broadway musicals and best selling cds the arrangers
selected for this series include alfred s best known composers including dennis alexander
tom gerou margaret goldston martha mier catherine rollin and george peter tingley
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Alfred's Basic Piano Course Top Hits! Duet Book, Bk 4
1999-12
the motivation this music provides is outstanding playing duets is important to the musical
growth of young pianists and with alfred s top hits duet books students get twice as many
benefits in addition to learning how to develop steady rhythm listen for proper balance and
play with appropriate dynamics students will also receive the enjoyment of playing specially
arranged duets of pop music these duet collections are correlated page by page with lesson
books 1b 2 3 and 4 of alfred s basic piano library one of the best selling piano methods in
the world it s translated into 13 languages all four duet books feature the best known
popular songs from films broadway musicals and best selling cds the arrangers selected for
this series include alfred s best known composers including dennis alexander tom gerou
margaret goldston martha mier catherine rollin and george peter tingley

Alfred's Basic Piano Course Top Hits! Duet Book, Bk 3
2020-07-09
from the author of mel bay s best selling learn to play fingerstyle solos for ukulele and
favorite fingerstyle solos for ukulele we are proud to presentfingerstyle duets for ukulele
this book and accompanying audio offer 21 great songs arranged in 18 duets for fingerstyle
ukulele the songs come from around the world european waltzes classic hawaiian songs
folksongs victorian parlor pieces and classical guitar and piano transcriptions nothing in this
book will be out of reach of the advancing beginner or intermediate player even advanced
players will find something to tickle their fancy the book includes tips on technique and
fingerpicking exercises many of the songs include lyrics adding to the flexibility of the
arrangements included are four etudes basic duets featuring scaled down melodic parts for
the lead ukulele and simple pattern picking for the accompaniment more advanced duets
feature modulations chord inversions up the neck and different rhythmic approaches forthe
right hand in both parts the book concludes with an arrangement of erik satie s haunting
solo piano piece gymnopedie 1

Piano Star: Duets 2014-10-09
all of the pieces in the dances for two series are intended to capture the rhythmic essence
of dance music just as two dancing partners work best when they re in sync playing duets
with great rhythmic chemistry is just as wonderful both the primo and secondo parts in
book 1 are written at the early intermediate level youths teens and adults will all enjoy
these charming pieces and interesting parts where each partner has plenty of opportunity
to lead and play the melody

Fingerstyle Duets for Ukulele 2005-05-03
easy instrumental duets 24 favorite melodies from top classical composers in easy duet
arrangements for two instrumentalists are featured in this collection including air on the g
string blue danube waltz canon in d eine kleine nachtmusik hallelujah chorus jesu joy of
man s desiring minuet in g major ode to joy pictures at an exhibition sheep may safely
graze trumpet voluntary william tell overture and more arrangements work for two violins
or can be used with the other string titles from this series
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Dances for Two, Book 1 2018-01-01
instrumental folio solo instrumentalists will love this collection of 101 film favorites
including against all odds take a look at me now beauty and the beast can t help falling in
love chariots of fire danger zone don t you forget about me endless love eye of the tiger
footloose forrest gump main title feather theme the heat is on i am a man of constant
sorrow jailhouse rock let it go live and let die luck be a lady mission impossible theme my
heart will go on love theme from titanic nine to five the pink panther puttin on the ritz the
rainbow connection skyfall somewhere out there stayin alive take my breath away love
theme time warp up where we belong the way we were and many more

Classical Themes for Two Violins - Easy Instrumental
Duets 2016-07-01
piano duet if you ve learned enough piano to want to venture out of your lesson books and
into songbooks and play your first duet with a friend or teacher this is the book for you this
collection of simple arrangements feature classic pop hits broadway standards and more
songs include autumn leaves bridge over troubled water can t help falling in love chopsticks
fields of gold hallelujah i walk the line i will remember you imagine lean on me theme from
new york new york over the rainbow peaceful easy feeling singin in the rain stand by me a
thousand years what the world needs now is love you raise me up and more

101 Movie Hits for Flute 2004
the study of string instruments should include ensemble playing at the earliest possible
stage there is much to be gained from the playing of duets each player learns how to listen
to the other and in a short time develops an awareness of balance musical phrasing
intonation and tone quality this type of training is excellent preparation for participation in
large groups these four volumes of duets for two violins will help fill the need for early
ensemble experience in the public schools they should be used in string classes as a
supplement to any of the standard string methods they will also encourage music making
outside of the school with parents or with other students these duets are ideal for recitals in
the public schools and in public school festivals they may be played by two performers or
by multiple performers on each part with or without piano accompaniment

Library of Congress Subject Headings 1997
this collection features a selection of classical pieces by the world s most renowned
composers johann sebastian bach george frideric handel johannes pachelbel antonio vivaldi
wolfgang amadeus mozart ludwig van beethoven richard wagner johannes brahms johann
strauss pyotr tchaikovsky giuseppe verdi edgar grieg and edward elgar for the beginnner
classical guitar cello player includes 1812 overture a little night music the blue danube
bridal chorus canon in d dance of the flowers greensleeves in the hall of the mountain king
jesu joy of man desiring la donna e mobile land of hope and glory lullaby ode to joy spring
four seasons water music

Library of Congress Subject Headings 2018-10-01
piano duets whether on one piano or two are great fun to play their technical demands
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range from the very simple to the extremely difficult every pianist whether amateur or
professional will always find in the vast repertoire something to suit his or her capabilities
keyboard duets describes the chronology of the piano duet and music for two pianos from
their earliest beginnings to the present day investigates various technical problems and
also provides a selective list of original duets with genuine musical or historical interest

First 50 Piano Duets You Should Play 1989
carefully selected popular hits from movies radio and television are arranged especially for
students optional duet parts for teacher or parent add to the fun eleven attractive
arrangements titles the ballad of gilligan s isle can you feel the love tonight theme from
inspector gadget the merry go round broke down over the rainbow peter cottontail puff the
magic dragon scooby doo where are you supercalifragilisticexpialidocious this is it this land
is your land

Library of Congress Subject Headings: P-Z 2012-03-27
piano duet 24 great piano duet arrangements includes beauty and the beast clocks
edelweiss georgia on my mind he s a pirate let it go linus and lucy moon river yellow
submarine you are the sunshine of my life and more format opposing pages

Beautiful Music for Two String Instruments, Book III
1995
the study of string instruments should include ensemble playing at the earliest possible
stage there is much to be gained from the playing of duets each player learns how to listen
to the other and in a short time develops an awareness of balance musical phrasing
intonation and tone quality this type of training is excellent preparation for participation in
large groups these four volumes of duets for two violins will help fill the need for early
ensemble experience in the public schools they should be used in string classes as a
supplement to any of the standard string methods they will also encourage music making
outside of the school with parents or with other students these duets are ideal for recitals in
the public schools and in public school festivals they may be played by two performers or
by multiple performers on each part with or without piano accompaniment

Easy Classical Guitar and Cello Duets 2006-02-08
christmas for guitar in tab gives you the most options for playing all of your favorite
christmas songs you can play the solo part or the chords for singing along and if you have
friends that can play this book provides you with two guitar parts and two c instrument
parts flute violin recorder keyboard etc for any combination of four players and of course
lyrics are included for sing along fun

Keyboard Duets 2017-07
this book explores the musical interest and needs of children in their daily lives based upon
their expressed thoughts and actual musicking behaviors this text examines the songs they
sing the rythyms they make and the roles that music plays for them blending standard
education field experiences with ethnographic techniques dr campbell demonstrates how
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music is personally and socially meaningful to children and what values they place on
particular musical styles songs and functions he explores musical behaviors in various
contextual settings and presents in notated and narrative forms some of the songs in their
heads balancing music learned with music made and intentional purposeful music with
natural musical behavior songs in their heads is a vivid and engaging book that bridges the
disciplines of music education musicology ethnomusicology and folklore designed as a text
or supplemental text in a variety of music education method courses as well as a reference
for music specialists and classroom teachers this book will also appeal to parents interested
in understanding and enhancing music making in their children

Famous & Fun Pop, Book 1 1861
guitar collection if you re new to the guitar you are probably eager to learn some songs this
book features special arrangements in standard notation of a variety of songs from pop
rock hits and standards to show tunes and movie themes that guitarists can play with a
teacher or band includes chopsticks clocks coldplay eleanor rigby the beatles game of
thrones theme hallelujah leonard cohen linus and lucy from a charlie brown christmas
memory from cats over the rainbow from the wizard of oz star wars main theme what a
wonderful world louis armstrong you raise me up josh groban and many more

The Big Book of Piano Duets 1957
songs in their heads is a vivid and engaging book that bridges the disciplines of music
education ethnomusicology and folklore this revised and expanded edition includes
additional case studies updated illustrative material and a new section exploring the
relationship between children s musical practices and current technological advances
designed as a text or supplemental text for a variety of music education methods courses
as well as a reference for music specialists and classroom teachers this book can also help
parents understand and enhance their own children s music making

Catalogue of Augener & Co's. Universal Circulating
Musical Library with Supplements 2005-05-03
john kinyon and john o reilly have arranged an enjoyable assortment of beginning level
duets correlated to each instrument s corresponding yamaha individual instruction series
book approximately 20 duets have been separately arranged for each specific instrument
to ensure their appropriateness

Subject Headings Used in the Dictionary Catalogs of
the Library of Congress [from 1897 Through
December 1955] 1998-03-19
this book is for adults who are absolute beginners in music you don t have to read sheet
music or have any kind of musical background no previous knowledge is necessary none at
all if you don t know musical notes well you can play by letter there are 7 sections and 43
songs all songs are adapted for beginners and can be played with just one hand some
songs in this book have several versions with one of them being more advanced this will
allow you to see how the same melody can be played in different keys whatever your age it
is never too late to begin to play the piano or any keyboard instrument for middle aged
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people learning a musical instrument can be a great digital detox and it also can unlock the
door to a new interest or forgotten emotions songs from around the world lost my gold ring
cherry blossom au clair de la lune gretel pastetel a ram sam sam debka hora la cucaracha
oh susannah traditional kids songs skip skip skip to my lou this old man baby bumble bee
rain rain go away it s raining row row your boat itsy bitsy spider happy birthday ring around
the rosie christmas songs jolly old saint nicholas we wish you a merry christmas jingle bells
the first noel amazing grace silent night nursery rhyme songs london bridge mary had a
little lamb do you know the muffin man humpty dumpty cobbler mend my shoe little jack
horner classic composer songs beethoven ode to joy brahms lullaby mozart 3 songs on one
melody twinkle twinkle little star baa baa black sheep alphabet song repetitive songs my
hat i like to eat apples and bananas ten little fingers the bear went over the mountain the
wheels on the bus old mother hubbard play songs in different keys hot cross buns are you
sleeping old mcdonald

Beautiful Music for Two String Instruments, Book IV
2020-07-01
through the close analysis of musical performance and tradition the scholarly contributiors
to island songs provide a global review of how island songs their lyrics and their singers
engage with the challenges of modernity migration and social change uncovering common
patterns despite the diversity and local character of their subjects page 4 of cover

Christmas for Guitar: In TAB 2010
a scintillating debut from a major new voice in fiction songs in ursa major is a love story set
in 1969 alive with music sex and the trappings of fame raised on an island off
massachusetts by a mother who wrote songs for famous musicians jane quinn is singing in
her own band before she s old enough to even read music when folk legend jesse reid hears
about jane s performance at the island s music festival a star is born and so is a passionate
love affair they become inseparable when her band joins his on tour wary of being cast as
his girlfriend and haunted by her mother s shattered ambitions jane shields her relationship
from the public eye but jesse s star power pulls her into his orbit of fame caught up in the
thrill of the road and the profound and lustful connection she has with jesse jane is blind
sided by the discovery she makes about the dark secret beneath his music heartbroken and
blackballed by the industry jane is now truly on her own to make the music she loves and to
make peace with her family shot through with the lyrics the icons the lore the adrenaline of
the early 70s music scene songs in ursa major pulses with romantic longing and asks the
question so many female artists must face what are we willing to sacrifice for our dreams

Songs in Their Heads : Music and Its Meaning in
Children's Lives 1977

First 50 Guitar Duets You Should Play 2011
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Songs in Their Heads 2022-06-28
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